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- 87% - 16% - 25% - 98% . Punchline Algebra Book A 7.6 Answers..... . A: Building on @mason's
answer, I have ran the numbers in the website's Perl script and have arrived at the following two
lists: The numeric answers are of the form "round (%.6)" The cryptic strings are the following: X
number of of letters are missing - X number of letters are supposed to be there, but are not + X
number of letters are there, but are not supposed to be Then I am going to run some code against
each string. This code will then split each string by ',' and then each string into individual lines. I
then will hash the individual lines (not individual letters) then check each line against the two lists.
Notes: 1) Unfortunately my regexes aren't as good as they could be - I never seem to be able to write
one that doesn't mess up any of the data, and I couldn't find a suitable strsplit that separates
commas from actual values. 2) This code can be found here: 3) Any feedback on the script or what
I'm doing wrong would be appreciated. : Dense forests HWG : Hirsutodea IF : Interstitial vegetation
INL : Intermountain grasslands MAF : Mean Annual Temperature MED : Mediterranean grasslands
PET : Pacific ecoregion PPF : Pacific pine-fir forests PTL : Ponderosa pine-grasslands RU : Northern
Rocky Mountain region SD : Southern forests SWA : Southwestern savannahs SWE : Southwestern
steppe
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